M.D.SR.SEC.SCHOOL, MANKROLA
HOLIDAY HOMEWORK(2020-21)

Dear Parents, It is summer vacation, a time to relax as well as fruitfully
occupy the children in various scholastic and co –scholastic areas. Kindly
motivate and lend support to your children and ensure that they complete
the work well in time and to the best of their ability. Your encouragement
can actually make a huge difference to the learning outcomes.
Dear Children, We are sure that all of you must be excited for your
holidays. We wish that you enjoy every minute of this long break with your
family and friends. It will be great if you are able to find time to learn new
things, readas many story books as you can,tap into new hobbies, do yoga,
meditation and exercise, grow plants, draw, paint, dance, sing and even
help your parents and grandparents.
True, it is time for fun and frolic and although enjoyment is intrinsic, we
believe in nurturing the mind and body. So we have put together a variety
of fun-filled activities and worksheets that we hope will keep you occupied
during this time. Do them neatly and submit the worksheets to your teachers after the
vacation.

We wish you a fun filled summer break, full of activities.
General instructions:-1) Attempt your work neatly.
2) Use sheets or old notebooks (whichever is available) to do the worksheets.
3) Write your Name, Class-section and assemble all the sheets Subject-wise in one folder

CLASS -6th
Note. We are attaching a few interesting activities and assignments
which you are expected to do during the break. This will also help you
keep occupied while you are in lockdown. Write neatly and present your
work well .Have lots of fun and indoors and take good care of yourself.
All project work have done A4 sheet.
G.K1.Make a albums of our freedom Fighters or all Prime minister of India
with their pictures and write two lines each of them.
2.Fill page 16 to 30 and Learn page 5 to 11.
3.Collect pictures of Indian Religious places and paste them in in A4
sheet.
HISTORY
1.
2.
3.

Collect picture of tools Palaeolithic age,Mysolithic age and
Neolithic age. Paste them in your scrapbook.
Find out for what uses early man put fire. Write the uses making
points in your notebook.
Write a note on Inscriptions .

4.

Revise your syllabus and give an account of work of different
foreign travellers related to Indian history.

Note: Do the following work in Separate Holiday Homework Notebook.
Q1. Fill in the blanks:
(a) The number 58963 rounded off to nearest hundred is __________.
(b) _________ is the identity for addition of whole numbers.
(c) 10 million = _______ lakhs.
(d) The Roman numeral for 46 is _________.
(e) The number five crore twenty-three lakh seventy-eight thousand four hundred one can
be written, using commas, in the Indian System of Numeration as _____________.
Q2. Find the number of whole numbers between 38 and 68.
Q3. Estimate each of the following by rounding off each number to nearest tens:
(a) 7923 + 2365
(b) 1196 – 236
(c) 3239 x 28
Q4. Find using suitable property:
(a) 50 × 7589 × 2
(b) 663 + 523 + 337
(c) 879 × 102
Q5. A box contains 50 packets of biscuits each weighing 120g. How many such boxes can be
loaded in a van which cannot carry beyond 900kg?

Activity Work
PLACE - VALUE PUZZLE
Read each clue to help you figure out the seven-digit number.

a) Multiply 3 by the number of days in a week. Subtract 12 and write your answer in
the thousands place.
b) Add 3 to the difference between 5 and 2. Write your answer in the ones place.
c) Divide the number in the thousands place by itself and then multiply the answer
by 0. Write your answer in the tens place.
d) Subtract the number of days in a weekend from the number of days in February
(non-leap year). Divide your answer by 2. Subtract the number in the thousands
from that answer.Write your new answer in the hundreds place.
e) Add the numbers from the ones, tens and hundreds place then divide by 2. Write
your answer in the lakhs place.
f) Find the successor of the number on ones place and write your answer in ten
thousands place.
g) Subtract the number in the lakhs place from the number in the thousands place.
Write your answer in the ten lakhs place.

Note: Do The Following Work In The Separate Holiday Homework Notebook.
Q1. Answer the following in one sentence each:
a. Name two plants whose leaves are eaten as food.
b. Which vitamin is produced in the human body when skin is exposed to sunlight?
c. What are ingredients?
d. In which region was the cotton crop grown in India in early days?
e. What is the other name of roughage?
f. Where is the weaving of fabric done?
Q2. Name the following:
a. Any two animals which give us milk.
b. The vitamin which is required for maintaining good eye sight.
c. Any two unstitched piece of fabric used by us.
d. A disease caused due to deficiency of Vitamin C.
Q3. Fill in the blanks:
a. Bees make ___________ from nectar of flowers.
b. Flax is a plant that gives ___________ fibres.
c. Some plants have two or more ___________ (eatable) parts.
d. All deficiency diseases can be prevented by taking a ___________.
Q4. Answer the following questions:
a. What is the function of roughage in our body? Name two sources of roughage in our food.
b. Write a short note on Goiter.
c. How is jute obtained from the stem of jute plant?
d. What are the major ingredients of kheer? Which of these ingredients come from plants
and which from animals?
Q5. Draw neat and well labeled diagrams of:
a. Edible Parts of a Plant

b. Root vegetable and fruit vegetable

Q7. Given below is a crossword puzzle. Use
the clues and solve the puzzle:

Learning and reading Work.
1. Read Chapter-1,2,3 thoroughly.
2. Learn all oral and back exercise Questions.

Activity:- 1
Topic -Fibre to fabric (Chapter 3)
Since time immemorial, natural fibres have been used for apparel and home fashion.
Today, many man-made fibres have been developed into beautiful fabrics
that are being used by major designers.
This summer break, have a great time sorting out your clothes and engaging with the
given activity. Hope you enjoy doing this!
A.Reading and Understanding:-Begin with reading the chapter in the text book.
B. Research :- Collect as many different pieces and scraps of fibres and fabrics.
Gather information on ANY ONE CHOSEN FABRIC under the following heads:
(i) Name of the Fabric and its source (Plant/ animal/ man-made)
(ii) Fabric and relevance of the region where it is used within India (cold and hot climate)
(iii) Fabric and relevance to the use (its purpose – like for making bags, clothes, mats,etc)
C. Fabric assemblage /Collage:- Now think of how you would like to present your collected fabrics
as a collage.
• Take an A4 sheet of paper. Ensure that the Project is done only on an A4 sheet.
• Prepare a collage on one side of the paper using the fabrics collected.
• Use the other side to present.

Activity:- 2
Prepare a dish with the help of your Mother, and write the
following things on A4 Sheet about the dish.



Ingredients of the dish

  Recipe of the dish
   Nutritional Value of the dish
Paste the related pictures

M. D. SR. SEC. SCHOOL, MANKROLA (GURUGRAM)
CLASS- 6th HOLIDAY HOMEWORK ( 2020-21)
SUBJECT:-COMPUTER
NOTE:-

1. Do all the homework according to the given instructions.
2. It should be done in a neat handwriting.
❖ Write the Chapter 1 and Charter 2 Exercise Time, Objective Zone, Written Zone and
Questions / Answer in your computer Book and Notebook.
❖ Make your chapter wise Flow Chart.
❖ Written text should be supported with handmade Image Or Flow Chart.
❖ Work should be appropriate &neat.

Activity:- Collect the Picture of different input and Output devices and paste in your computer file and
Write Functions of al these devices.

